1. Introduction – Is there a European family law?

It will not surprise anyone who picks up the final volume of this book set on European family law to hear that there is no doubt in the mind of the general editor of the book set and author of this volume that there is indeed a European family law. This volume therefore explores what European family law is – and what the future of it may be. To this end, the volume compares and analyses existing laws and court decisions, identifies trends in legislation and jurisprudence, and also forecasts (and in some cases proposes) future developments.\(^1\)

As mentioned in the introduction to the book set, many people dispute the existence of a European family law, arguing first and foremost that there is no institution that has the legislative power to actually create such a thing – or even a European ‘Draft Common Frame of Reference’ for family law. That of course is true, although academic initiatives such as the Commission on European Family Law (CEFL) are doing somewhat similar work by creating ‘Principles of Family Law’;\(^2\) but, of course, these Principles are not binding on anyone and are not intended to be so.

However, the criticism focusing on the lack of an institution empowered to legislate on family law is somewhat misguided; it seems to assume that only a full, or at least partial, codification of family law would ‘qualify’ as European family law. In my view it is not necessary

\(^1\) In doing so, it builds not only on the contributions in Volumes I–III of this book set on European family law but also significantly on my previous publications (referenced somewhat immodestly in the footnotes) and my teaching materials for the courses ‘Comparative Family Law & Policy’, ‘Comparative Family Law’ and ‘European Family Law’ which I have taught/am teaching at the Universities of Cambridge, Leuven, Hong Kong, Pompeu Fabra (Barcelona) and Auckland.

for the existence of a European family law that that law is comprehensive, ‘complete’ or embodied in a ‘European Code of Family Law’ or even individual Acts, Conventions or Regulations. Most of what today is unquestionably classified as ‘European law’ in many fields is very far from being comprehensive, complete or codified in the narrower sense. On the contrary, most of it is scattered about in various Conventions, Regulations, Directives and, indeed, court decisions\(^3\) – but it is nevertheless ‘European law’.

The same, although admittedly to a lesser degree, is true for what I see as European family law. There are ‘pockets’ or ‘islands’ in which a common European family law has taken hold, as was shown in Volumes I–III of this book set, and as I will elaborate further below.

The second line of criticism usually states that family law is so firmly embedded in the national laws, national legal cultures, national traditions and national societies that a common ‘European’ family law is nothing but a utopian dream. Again, that may be correct if one takes a narrow view of what European family law is, but as noted above, there are areas in which common positions in the laws have emerged, where institutions have had a significant impact and where something that I would perceive as European family law has developed, sometimes tentatively, sometimes very clearly. To merit the label European family law, these developments do not necessarily have to be completed or have led to the exact same laws or legal solutions in the various jurisdictions. There is room for plurality in what I perceive to be European family law. Indeed, what I see as ‘European’ family law does not even have to be exclusively European, that is, only existing in Europe – far from it. It would, for example, be patently absurd to require that the equality of men and women in marriage should be a distinct and European development in order for it to be one of the cornerstones of European family law.

So if one assumes – as I do – that there can be such a thing as a European family law, the question arises: where does it come from, what are its sources? The contributions in Volumes I–III of this book set have explored potential sources and looked at national and international developments. Building on this, and taking a broader view, one could divide the sources of European family law into ‘institutional’ and ‘organic’ European family law.

The term ‘institutional European family law’ is meant to cover those areas where there already are binding family law rules, at least for certain major European regions/groups of states such as the Member States of

\(^3\) See esp. 2.1 and 2.2.
the European Union or the Contracting States of the European Convention on Human Rights. Here competent bodies such as the European Court of Human Rights, the Court of Justice of the European Union, or the other organs of the European Union, have created family law rules which apply to all Contracting/Member States. This could also be called ‘top down’ European family law, although this would be misleading as the process by which these laws are created is generally very careful and takes into account the existing laws in the jurisdictions concerned. So while it may be ‘top-down’ in the sense that it is imposed by court decision or an institution, it will normally nevertheless be the result of a ‘bottom-up’ development. In any event, this type of European family law, which in some ways is relatively straightforward to identify, will be looked at in Section 2 below.

On the other hand, what will be called ‘organic European family law’ in this contribution is much more difficult to identify. The term is meant to comprise those parts of national family laws that have ‘grown’ in the sense that they are the result of societal developments. These laws sometimes have even ‘grown together’ or at least grown in similar ways, and thus have resulted in something that might be called ‘European’. Due to the way it came about, this type of European family law could also be called ‘bottom-up’ European family law. There has been plenty of debate on whether there is a convergence of family laws in Europe and whether harmonisation is feasible or desirable; this discussion cannot be repeated here; the views in this debate essentially depend on how widely one

---

casts the net. For example, if one looks at the financial consequences of divorce in detail, there certainly is an enormous divergence within the European jurisdictions; but if one looks at certain underlying common
principles – for instance, the (at least nominal) equality of husband and wife (or husband and husband or wife and wife, as the case may be), then there is a 'common core' that can be identified and that therefore may well deserve the label European family law. Needless to say, this is an enormously complex task, and it will be – fragmentarily – undertaken in Section 3 below by looking at common approaches in horizontal (the legal relationships between adults), vertical (the legal relationships between adults and children) and individual (law concerning the name and gender identity of a person) family law. Obviously what is referred to as 'institutional European family law' in this volume will have a significant impact on the organic growth of national family laws; generally the work of the institutions discussed in Volume I of the book set and their non-binding recommendations, principles so on will have found its way into the national family laws in many shapes and forms, giving the national laws a 'European' flavour. Still, it needs to be said that 'organic European family law' is much less definable and defined than 'institutional European family law'.
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6 What is referred to here as 'individual family law' in some jurisdictions is perceived as the law of persons or the law of personal status and thus categorised as outside of family law in the narrower sense. However, because of its close connection and impact on family law in general, it needs to be included here.